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Early one morning at the beginning of November 2002, I

travelled west from Shanghai, to visit kiln sites in central

Anhui province. It was my first visit to the region, and I

was astonished by what I learned. Driving along dykes

that contain the broad sweep of water of the lower

reaches of the Yangtze, the road was at times lower

than the surface of the river. Eventually, we turned

inland towards the small town of Fanchang. Just outside

the town itself, in the lower slopes of a range of

modest, wooded hills, lay the tiny hamlet of

Kejiazhuang, where excavation was in progress of a

complete early Northern Song dynasty kiln site (late

10th-early 11th century). A workshop area with glaze

vats and clay levigation ponds had been uncovered,

along with a remarkably intact dragon kiln. The kiln was

just over 60 metres long, brick-built, at an angle of 26º

up the hillside. It was slightly bent, narrowed towards

the top and had side-doors on both sides for loading

wares and stoking firewood. Nearby was a porcelain-

stone mine, and archaeologists told me that several tens

of kilometres of porcelain-stone mountains stretched all

around us. 

Kilns in the area saw an intense burst of activity in the

Five Dynasties (907-960) and Northern Song (960-

1127) periods. Early on, greenwares in the style of Yue

ware were the main product. Then, kilns in the

Fanchang area discovered the secret of fine, white

porcelain that was made for both local and export

consumption.1 The white bodies bore glazes that were

fired in a reducing atmosphere to give a bluish qingbai

glaze, and the wares greatly resembled better-known

qingbai wares from Jingdezhen. Fanchang kilns seem to

have enjoyed every advantage: copious supplies of

appropriate raw materials, sophisticated kiln designs,

skilled potters and easy access to the Yangtze river for

rapid onward transportation of products. Why, then,

are Anhui whitewares so little know and why did the

kilns fail to continue production in succeeding centuries?

The answer lies in politics and warfare, for when

Jurchen tribesmen overran northern China and estab-

lished their own Jin dynasty in 1127, the border

between the northern invading dynasty and the

Southern Song state ran along a vulnerable stretch of

low-lying land about 100 kilometres north of Fanchang.

The population of central Anhui felt itself vulnerable to

battles in this zone, and many fled further south into the

Southern Song heartlands. The kilns seem to have been

abandoned in this period, and many potters are said to

have fled south taking their skills with them. It is

perhaps not surprising that kilns at Jingdezhen continued

to make qingbai wares in ever-increasing quantities, and

that kilns far to the south in Fujian and Guangdong

provinces developed industries during the Southern

Song dynasty that exported wares from southern ports.

This may have been one event that contributed to

Jingdezhen becoming the most prolific kiln centre in

China from the Yuan dynasty onwards, when first a

depot, and later a large factory, became the offficial

producers of porcelain for the emperors of China. 

But before continuing with the story of porcelain

production at Jingdezhen, I should like to take a step

backwards in history, and away from porcelain, and
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move north to one of the cultural heartlands of China in

the Yellow River area, to consider what the origins of

official manufacture of ceramics were. By official

manufacture, I mean the organised production of

ceramic artefacts for the imperial house, by potters

working under the supervision of state officials. It may

be surprising to learn that the earliest archaeological

and textual evidence for this activity concerns not

vessels, but building commodities. Ruling emperors had

huge requirements for architectural ceramics to build

and ornament their palaces, tombs and garrisons, and

early on in the historical record we see evidence of

highly organised fabrication. 

The most basic form of construction in north China,

employed from the late Neolithic period (3rd millenium

BC) until today, was the compaction of loess between

temporary wooden shuttering. The soil was stamped

down with thick wooden posts, to built up solid layers

only a few centimetres thick. During China’s Bronze

Age, huge city walls were built in this manner, using

thousands of workers and many years in construction.

At the mid-Shang dynasty city at Zhengzhou in Henan

province (c.1500 BC) the original rampart still survives

as a short section. It has been calculated that the

Zhengzhou walls could have taken nearly three million

cubic metres of loess to build, and needed the labour-

equivalent of 10,000 workers toiling for 18 years. 

The loessic clays of the region could also be used to

make tough ceramic bodies for bricks, tiles and pipes,

especially when they were fired in reduction in kilns, to

give the typical hard, grey building materials of north

China. Excavations at many Bronze Age city sites

revealed designated areas of workshops dedicated to

the manufacture of pottery. For example, at Zhengzhou

separate workshops for ceramics, bronze-casting and

bone carving were situated outside the city wall, with

fourteen kilns to the southeast of the site and a clay

preparation area to the west. This supports textual

information that ceramic manufacture was a recognised

profession, practised by skilled craftsmen. The late

Bronze Age text Zhou Li (‘The Rites of the Zhou

Dynasty’) is quite specific about the role of potters,

devoting a whole section to their products, alongside

the work of wheelrights, carriage-builders, bronze-

casters, swordsmiths, armourers, embroiderers, jade

carvers, mould-carvers, carpenters and engineers. It also

records the great size of the water conduits that ran

between the halls of palaces as being ‘three feet in
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clay before it dried. More than 80 types of inscription

have been deciphered, some the surnames of potters,

others indicating the context of use or the hierarchy

controlling manufacture. From these inscriptions, and

from historical documents, we know about the govern-

ment bureaux controlling the manufacture of bricks and

tiles, which were mainly prisons. The prisons supplied

convicted criminals to work on imperial building

projects. Originally, many of these had been imperial

clansmen, for this was a way for the emperor to control

rebel factions in his extended family who sought to

oppose him. 

It is interesting that humble building materials were

registered and sometimes bore the names of artisans

and their supervisors, while magnificent porcelain

vessels that were later created in imperial workshops

and factories, were unsigned, being made under condi-

tions of anonymous mass-production.

The use of building materials made in imperial

workshops, and the marking of them with stamps to

show provenance, continued down through Chinese

history. But the type of ceramics that became most

famous as a product controlled by court, was porcelain.

This was made at an imperial factory in the southern

city of Jingdezhen, a city mentioned earlier in this article.

We know from archaeology that small local kilns were

operating in the hills to the north of Jingezhen by the

10th century AD, making celadon and qingbai wares. As

we have seen, the expertise of potters at Jingdezhen

may have been reinforced by refugees from Anhui

province in the 12th century. But however beautiful and

delicate the products they created, they were not

imperial or official wares. Most were intended for

ordinary domestic consumption, or for export to

overseas markets. 

The first evidence of a kiln centre whose main

function was to serve the imperial court, was the estab-

lishment in the Yuan dynasty of an official unit at

Jingdezhen to satisfy the need for a reliable supply of

palace ware. In 1278 direct imperial intervention caused

a new organisation called the Ci Ju ‘Porcelain Bureau’ to

be established. The Yuan dynasty rulers of China were

Mongols from the north, and they really valued gold,

silver and gems, using ceramics only for utility reasons.

Therefore the Porcelain Bureau was a relatively

unimportant office in the official court bureaucracy,

headed up by a low-ranking commissioner (rank 9a). It

was not in continuous use, and only sprang into action

when orders came down from the capital. Nonetheless,

excavation at Zhushan has revealed the remains of

some astonishing Yuan dynasty imperial porcelains.The

site chosen for the depot was ‘Pearl Hill’ (Zhushan) at

what was then the southernmost edge of the city, and it

was also responsible for the processing of lacquer,

horsehair, coir rattan and straw hats. 

In the mid-14th century, Chinese rebels escalated war

with the Mongols, that resulted in eventual success and

the founding of the Ming dynasty in 1368. Jingdezhen

was in one of the centres of hostilities. In 1352-4 the

vestiges of the Yuan dynasty army were repelled from

the city, which was sacked in the process, and
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huge pits. The submerged site was protected from

flooding by a complex system of drainage beneath its

floor, that employed huge pipes including five-sided

moulded conduits. They were constructed in moulds

and luted together, in the same manner as the figures

themselves, and were almost certainly made by the

same potters.

Another ceramic building material that was manufac-

tured in immense quantities was tiles. As far as is known

on the basis of excavated evidence, ceramic tiles were

first used on royal buildings in the early Western Zhou

period, about 1000 BC. Before that time roofs were

thatched. Indeed, until recent decades cheap roofing in

north China used wheat straw, gaoliang stalks, millet

stalks and reeds, and, in the south, rice straw and wild

grasses. By the reign of Qin Shihuangdi in the 3rd

century BC, ceramic tiles were common. 

Many of these architectural ceramics had inscriptions,

usually in the form of characters stamped into the wet

height’. 

During the late Bronze Age, ample evidence exists

for the continued production of ceramic pipes and

water tanks from palace and burial sites. One of the

most famous mausolea in China is that constructed for

Qin Shihuangdi in the 3rd century BC, east of Xian. The

burial mound of the First Emperor conceals a subter-

ranean palace, originally constructed with a wooden

supporting structure and paved flooring of fired brick.

The Emperor’s tomb was protected by more than 7000

life-size figures of men and horses, distributed in four

Ceramic drainage pipe, Neolithic period, 3rd millenium BCClockwise: The mountains of central Anhui province, near
Kejiazhuang

The remains of the beaten earth city walls at Zhengzhou,
c.1500 BC

Building beaten earth walls between wooden shutters, 1976. I
was a student in China in that year, and helped to construct
walls – very hard work!
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In 1384 it was specified that if imperial orders were

large, personnel were to be brought from the capital

and new kilns set up. If orders were small, they could be

farmed out to other kilns in the area around Jingdezhen.

In the early 1500s the factory was rebuilt and given a

new name, “The Imperial Ware Factory”. The 36th year

of the Wanli reign period (1608) was the last year of

the Ming dynasty in which imperial wares were made.

The imperial factory closed down and its skilled

workers dispersed to work for private businesses.

Evidence for this was provided by a stele excavated at

Jingdezhen. Its dedicatory inscription by a eunuch

official, dated 1637, records that after 1608 potters

from the imperial kiln were employed at independent

kilns instead.

The downfall of the Ming dynasty and the establish-

ment of the Manchu Qing dynasty in the mid 17th

century was another great period of turbulence. The

Ming dynasty fell in 1643, but for 25 years before that

imperial power was disintegrating. After the enthrone-

ment of the first Qing Emperor in 1644, southern China

was embroiled in more than 30 years of civil war.

During this whole troubled time ceramic production

was severely affected. Jingdezhen was sacked several

times, its working population was killed or fled the city,

and in times of brittle truce production of porcelain

continued at private kilns alone. Soldiers of the Qing

army first reached Jingdezhen in 1645, but it was not

until 1654 that the remnants of the imperial factory

were re-organised and re-named. 

After the devastation that accompanied the Ming-

Qing transition, potters slowly trickled back into

Jingdezhen and officials tried to resurrect production,

for the previous large population of city dwellers had

dispersed during the fighting. Local gazetteers recorded

that since the uprisings in which workshops and

dwellings had been razed, only two or three out of

every 10 porcelain workers remained in the city. Shops

and houses had all been sold to incomers from other

areas. 
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businesses there were totally destroyed. At the start of

the Ming dynasty in 1369, an imperial porcelain factory

was rebuilt on the site of the Porcelain Bureau, on Pearl

Hill.2 We do not know the exact size or lay-out of the

14th-century factory, but by the 16th century it

consisted of a central hall with three reception rooms; a

studio and residence at the back for the Superintendent;

a total of 23 large storehouses to east and west; 58

furnaces including those specially for firing dragon

cisterns, high-temperature kilns and muffle-kilns for

overglaze-decorated wares; three temples inside the

factory grounds and one outside; two wells; and eight

rooms for the potters to rest in.

After 1369, the factory was set up with an official

complement of staff, including a Superintendent who

was stationed there to supervise manufacture and to

dispatch orders to the capital. During the preceding

Yuan dynasty, porcelain items for court were made by

workers conscripted into compulsory labour. From the

beginning of the Ming dynasty, there were two sorts of

workers at the imperial factory. The first category was

relatively unskilled labour that was drafted in from

seven districts around the city in rotating crews, and

crowded into temporary accommodation in the city.

The second category was skilled artisans who devoted a

proportion of their labour as corvée in the imperial

factory, but could work for themselves when not on

duty. They worked a shift system, some devoting ten

days each month, and others working three months a

year over a three-year contract. In theory, these

workers only served a single term of labour in the

imperial factory, and could pay money to be absolved

from that term. In practice, demands from court meant

that the factory was often behind schedule, and that

skilled workers were repeatedly on call. By the Xuande

reign period (1426-35) 590 workers were conscripted

at the imperial factory in rotating crews, along with 367

artisans; altogether about 1000 men worked for four-

month periods. 

Tile, Qin dynasty, 3rd century BCThe Terracotta Army of Qin Shihuangdi, 3rd century BC
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selling these wares were called hongdian (literally “red

shops”) and they lined the streets of Jingdezhen,

concentrated on “Porcelain Street”. Colours for porce-

lain decoration needed to be ground and mixed very

thoroughly, otherwise coarse, deeper blotches of

colour would appear. Pigment formulae, arrived at

empirically, were also extremely specific. 10 ounces of

materials were put into each mortar and ground by

special artisans for an entire month. This was low-paid

work, often done by the very old and the very young,

the crippled and infirm. In a desperate effort to earn

more, some workers worked two pestles simultane-

ously, or kept working till midnight for double pay. 

Porcelain production itself was seasonal, because of

the weather. The manufacturing season was from April

to November, the height of summer being the busiest

time of year. Spring and autumn were also important,

because design decisions were taken in the second/

third months while colours and glazes were prepared,

and firing was most successful in the eighth/ninth
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In 1680 the Kangxi Emperor instigated an enquiry

into the state of the pottery industry, and the setting up

of an imperial factory. After Kangxi’s intervention,

corvée was replaced with waged labour and a core of

skilled workers was conscripted into the imperial

factory, becoming permanent residents there. Others

were drafted in from outlying districts, as needed. Most

private kilns were built as close to the Pearl Hill area as

possible. But wealthy speculators gradually bought up

the small houses and shops in the centre of the city,

sure of certain profits. The Governor of Jiangxi

province lamented in 1730: “Most merchants rent out

dwellings in the pursuit of their despicable profession. They

invariably throw out the old and the sick who are unable to

work.”

Many kilns and houses were located on One-sided

Street near the docks and the narrow lanes intersecting

Main Street whose names evoked the pottery business:

Firing Lane, Blacksmiths’ Lane and Dragon Jar Lane.

Song dynasty qingbai ware, 11th-12th century AD. Courtesy of
the Trustees of the V&A

Above left: Yuan dynasty 14th century dice bowl, excavated
from the imperial kiln site at Jingdezhen

Above right: Yuan dynasty 14th century hat box, excavated from
the imperial kiln site at Jingdezhen

Right: Ming dynasty powder-blue glazed stemcup, Xuande reign
period (1426-35), excavated from the imperial kiln site at
Jingdezhen

After 1680 there was enormous demographic growth at

Jingdezhen, and the city spread southwards, for it was

hemmed in to the north and west by high ground. Both

work and living spaces encroached into the flood-prone,

low-lying fields to the south

The new imperial factory thrived for one hundred

years under the direction of officials appointed from

Beijing. Although working conditions had improved, the

18th century emperors were demanding and rapacious

in their demands for special products. After 1730 a new

style of enamelling over the glaze on porcelain was

introduced, employing a palette that we call famille rose.

In the 18th century the favoured term in China was

yang cai or “foreign colours” which gives some clue as

to the origin of the style. Delicate and often densely-

patterned decoration was applied by skilled craftsmen,

the top-quality artisans working for the imperial factory,

but a great number of them also operating as small

firms. The latter purchased fired porcelain blanks of all

qualities, decorated them, and re-firing them in small

muffle kilns. Costs were therefore relatively low, and

within the grasp of small family concerns. The shops
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months when it was dry and windy. Winter was

supposed to be a slow season when repairs to the

factory were undertaken, but even then the small muffle

kilns were busy firing snuff bottles. In the second month

of 1744 the Superintendent of the imperial factory, Tang

Ying, submitted a report on his personal endeavour in

making a batch of snuff bottles, despite the clay being

frozen, and his being without workers or heated

workshops. 

After 1778 the post of resident Superintendent was

no longer recruited from Beijing, and instead local

officials assumed joint responsibilty for appointments

and production at the imperial kilns. This led inevitably

to a slackening in standards, and to looser links with the

centre of power in Beijing. Things got worse after 1854,

when the Taiping rebellion led to turmoil in the city,

and great destruction, including that of the imperial

factory in 1855. Even greater devastation was caused

when Taiping troops engaged in battle with imperial

soldiers during 1861. They were victorious, but were

shortly afterwards defeated at Leping on the outskirts

of the city, and were driven out of the district by 1864.

This caused temporary ruin to the ceramic industry, and

though the imperial factory was rebuilt in 1866 by a new

Superintendent called Cai Jinqing, it never regained its

pre-eminent position. In 1864 Cai had responded to an

urgent request from court for ritual vessels for the

Imperial Ancestral Temple, saying that workers had fled

the area, bandits were rife and it was difficult to recruit

new labour. Furthermore, many skills had been lost or

forgotten.

In 1882 the French consul at Hankou, Francisque

Scherzer, journeyed to Jingdezhen to collect glaze

samples for the factory at Sèvres, in France, where

sceintists were undertaking research to try to under-

stand Chinese porcelain. Because of Jingdezhen’s tradi-

tional distrust of visitors, the local magistrate suggested

that Scherzer might prefer to look around the

workshops at night. However, the magistrate had to

leave town on business, which allowed Scherzer more

liberty to observe porcelain production at first hand and

to collect samples. He wrote to his friend Dr Stephen

Bushell that he could hardly venture to look out from

his closed sedan chair without being pelted with

potsherds. Scherzer also reported that the imperial

factory buildings lay in ruins, and that a demoralised

workforce was being paid at little more than the general

rate available in Jingdezhen. 

Chinese scholars recognised the sad demise of their

once famous and unique product. In 1910 a writer

called Chen Liu published a famous book called Tao Ya

or ‘Ceramic Refinements’, in which he reflected despon-

dently: “Today our Chinese porcelain is in sad decline, the

craftsmanship is no good and the material is rough and

crude.”

In the same year, 1910, the year before the Qing

dynasty and imperial rule ended in China, a new, partly

state-run and partly privately-capitalised factory was

established, employing many skilled workers from the

imperial factory. The Jiangxi Porcelain Company (as it was

called) marked the end of the imperial kiln, though this

was only the beginning of development at Jingdezhen in

the 20th century. A long period of decline was not

immediately halted. Proper collection of statistics on the

industry only started in 1928, when 114 large kilns were

in operation employing 2226 men. Deep recession was

apparent during the Sino-Japanese war, and by 1936

only 72 kilns were in operation, employing 1512

workers. The Japanese occupation of China wreaked

near-total destruction at the kilns in the late 1930s,

repeating events that had occurred with the fall of the

Yuan dynasty in the 14th century, the fall of the Ming

dynasty in the 17th century, and the Taiping Rebellion in

the 19th century. Matters did not significantly improve

until after the revolution of 1949, when the state re-

assumed control and set about restoring production. By

that time, less than a third of the great high-tempera-

Map of the imperial factory from an early 19th century book

Qing dynasty Yongzheng reign period (1723-35) vase with
famille rose decoration. Courtesy of the Trustees of the V&A
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ture kilns were still functioning. By the mid 1950s

Russian scientists reported that about 70 large kilns

were again in operation, firing at the rate of 5-6 times

per month. Today, Jingdezhen is once more a thriving

porcelain city, making mass-produced china for the

home and export markets. It still has specialist studios

employing skilled enamellers of porcelain, but the very

best work is now concerned with making exact

forgeries of great work of the past. So next time you

think to buy an exquisite piece labelled as an antique of

the Ming dynasty or the 18th century – be very careful!

So how can we sum up the relationship of ceramic

production and politics in China? From many aspects of

a complex story, I have selected three themes to

concentrate on. The first concerns the important role

played by the imperial court, with its vast demands for

products. The second explains how royal requirements

led to the first establishment of official kilns devoted to

imperial production, in the Bronze Age. However, the

earliest wares were in fact architectural ceramics, not

fine porcelain. The third concentrates on the imperial

porcelain depot, and later factory, at Jingdezhen, that

was not established until the 14th century. From that

time Jingdezhen satisfied almost the entire demand for

official porcelain. Although manufacture was specialised

and extremely skilled, it was carried out by an impover-

ished workforce whose lives were blighted by many

factors, including the rise and fall of dynasties, when

warfare and devastation ensued. 
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Note

1. Sherds that appear similar in body and decoration have

been found at Fustat in Egypt, for example. Personal

communication, Hasebe Gakuiji, who has participated in

excavations there. 

2. The date of the founding of an official kiln has been

debated, many authors arguing for alternative dates of

1402 or even 1426. 

The backstreets of Jingdezhen, 1980s


